Superyacht Tenders and Toys is the leading yacht tender and yacht toy consultancy specialising in providing yachts, owners and captains with a one-stop shop for all superyacht tender and toy needs.

We offer the best value and supported packages on the market. We fly, ride and drive our products and know them inside out. Each product can come with item specific training from our team.

Built on experience, leading industry knowledge and a vast network of good relationships, Superyacht Tenders and Toys has the resources required to assist with any project or enquiry and will pass on the best possible prices on all purchases. Whether you are an owner, captain or industry professional, Superyacht Tenders and Toys has a tailor-made solution for you.
CHOICE NOT COMPROMISE

As we’re not affiliated to any particular brand, we can offer you choice not compromise. Our experienced team will work with you to source exactly what you need based on your requirements, restrictions and budget. Whether you are looking for jet skis, wetsuits, dive kit, safety equipment, inflatables, towables, Seabobs, performance clothing, watersports toys or tenders we can provide a selection of products to suit your needs. By offering you one experienced point of contact, we make it easy to choose your items to fit out your new build. Grouping items together for shipping means you make additional savings. We handle all aspects of delivery, from sourcing the best rates to customs and importation.

SUPERLATIVE SUPPORT

Our level of support is second to none. From before delivery to warranty and after sales; we offer support on all items purchased for the lifetime of the goods, at no charge. We also offer product specific training where required.

NEW BUILD YACHT OUTFITTING

Superyacht Tenders and Toys is the number one supplier of tenders and toys to new build yachts. As well as being a one-stop shop for all your yacht tender and yacht toy needs, we offer unrivalled advice and expertise, ensuring that the project you’re working on is supplied with the best boats and the best equipment on the water.

“I worked with Mark and Josh whilst onboard a 73m Explorer New Build. They delivered exceptional service and were very professional. Now, thanks to them, we have a great set up”

Chief Officer
MY CLOUDBREAK
73m Abeking & Rasmussen

“Josh and his team at Superyacht Tenders and Toys did a fantastic job in a very short time (over the Christmas holidays no less) to totally outfit our latest new build with toys. They are dedicated, knowledgeable, and punctual. Looking forward to working with them again soon.”

Tripp Hock, Galactica Fleet

www.superyachttendersandtoys.com
Custom tenders are often required due to the constraints of the mother vessel tender garage. Superyacht Tenders and Toys is experienced in providing custom tender solutions to yacht owners, offering them the opportunity to possess something completely unique which fits their individual requirements.

With 27 fully custom boats built in 2016 and 2017 alone, few companies offer the same depth of knowledge of the market, tender design and expertise.

“I can strongly recommend Superyacht Tenders and Toys for in-depth knowledge of all tenders, what works well, servicing, cost-effective purchasing, spare parts and after-sales service.”

Captain MY BURKUT 54m Baglietto
TENDERS | WATERSPORTS

WATERSPORTS

As dealers for Nautique, Superyacht Tenders and Toys can advise on the best waterski and wakeboard boats depending on what sports the client is interested in and where the boat is going to be used.

Superyacht Tenders and Toys offers the full range of new and used watersports boats and are able to customise these for yacht tender use; fitting lifting points, towing points, diesel conversions, removable windscreen and personalising these to the individual yacht.

www.superyachttendersandtoys.com
CHASE BOATS

These are vessels that do not live on the main yacht and often have their own crew. They can be towed, driven separately or berthed in a convenient location. We offer a large range of rigid hulled and RIBS specifically designed to be towed by motherships with reinforced bow towing points. We can also advise on towing set-up and provide custom tow lines.

An increasing number of chase boats are being purchased by clients due to restrictions in tender garage space.

RIBs

These are increasingly popular as yacht tenders and rescue boats due to their functionality, practicality, and robust sea-keeping characteristics. There are a vast number of manufacturers offering a variety of different options, from off-the-shelf models to completely custom-built RIBs.
The ultimate in luxury, style and comfort, limousines provide a safe way for guests to be transported ashore in complete privacy without getting wet. Limousines can offer inside and outside spaces with a multitude of options such as retractable roofs, air conditioning, massage chairs, fridges, ice makers and complex TV and AV options.

We are experienced in taking builds from initial concept to completion, with selection of the builder and designers as appropriate. In addition to sales we also offer dedicated project management packages for tenders already contracted and can carry out build inspections at any point in the build process.

“We found Superyacht Tenders and Toys to be very helpful in providing us with all the information, measurements and pictures we required before the order. The delivery process was very quick and efficient. Post delivery the support has continued to be excellent.”

Captain MY ZENOBIA 57m Abeking and Rasmussen
With safety regulations requiring a SOLAS rescue boat on larger yachts, manufacturers have sought out a number of ways to satisfy the legislative requirements whilst also producing a practical tender for transport and sport purposes. There is a wide variety of options available depending on whether the main vessel is under or over 500 gross tonnes.
INFLATABLE YACHT SLIDE
Superyacht Tenders and Toys provide a huge number of slides to the world’s finest yachts. Custom slides are designed for the individual yacht taking into account the area in which it is to be deployed. It can be produced in a variety of colours with names and logos added if required.

In addition, various stock slide options are available for slides from 4 – 6.3m.

“...We couldn’t get people off the yacht slide. We are all very happy indeed. It is obviously of high quality construction materials and workmanship, surprisingly quick to deploy and then deflate and stow. We are well chuffed with our purchase!”

Captain
MY AURELIA
37m Heesen

CUSTOM INFLATABLES
From product conception and design, through to manufacturing, branding and delivery, we make it easy to get the custom inflatable you need.

Unique, modular designs can be created in Hypalon or PVC and with or without teak, creating a bespoke inflatable arrangement, tailored to your requirements. Any shape, any size. If you can dream it we can make it.
ZORB
For something a little more unusual, why not add a Zorb to the toy inventory on board and allow guests to experience walking on water?! These Zorbs are double layered which means they can remain fully inflated all day and are safe for use on land or water. Various options available.

YACHT BLOB
The Blob is a large rectangular tube filled with air. Guests jump onto a spot marked ‘X’ and the force will propel someone sitting at the other end of the Blob up to 10m in the air! The height the rider is deployed can be controlled by adding or removing air in the Blob. Each Blob is custom made and can be branded to your requirements.

INFLATABLE TOYS
There are a huge variety of inflatable water toys available which are just perfect for deploying off a yacht. Full inflatable water parks can be created with slides, climbing frames, climbing walls, sea pools, trampolines and runway platforms – the sky is the limit! Due to the small pack down size and ease of storage these can be used on almost any sized yacht.

INFLATABLE JETSKI / SEABOB DOCKS
Providing the perfect place to store your jetski or seabob during those days at anchor when the toys are being taken out regularly. These inflatable platforms are strong, stable and forgiving of some less-than-perfect parking skills! Built out of dropstitch material with a non-slip surface and water ballast bags for extra stability, these can be bought in standard sizes or custom built to your requirements in the colour of your choice. Branding can be added if required.

INFLATABLE DOCKS
Inflatable work platforms are the perfect solution for additional workspace while on the water. These platforms make yacht maintenance much easier and can come in any shape or size. Several options are available; some can be deployed for guest use and are an imaginative way of extending usable deck spaces.

TOWABLES
Superyacht Tenders and Toys supply the full range of Jobe and O’Brien towables, from single rider, to 2-man, 3-man or up to 8-man banana boats, including children’s and lounge towables. There is a vast range of products available, all with different characteristics and Superyacht Tenders and Toys can suggest options to suit every rider and budget.

SEA POOL
The inflatable sea pool provides a safe and secure area for children and adults to swim, away from jellyfish and other unwanted sea creatures. The pool also provides a great way of containing people to prevent them being swept away in currents. Each inflatable pool is quick, secure and easy to set up, taking up minimal storage space on board. Each sea pool can be custom built to any size or colour with logos added as required. Stock pools are usually available measuring 4m x 4m or 6m x 5m. The pools are made from tough drop stitch material (the same as stand up paddle boards) and are therefore very firm under pressure, making them rigid to walk and lounge on. It is possible to customise the shape and colour to match the yacht, and reinforced tie-off points for jet-skis and tenders can be included in designs as needed.

INFLATABLES
www.superyachttendersandtoys.com
www.superyachttendersandtoys.com
KITESURFING
Kitesurfing/Kiteboarding is the ultimate wind-powered watersport that combines aspects of wakeboarding, windsurfing, surfing, paragliding and gymnastics into one exciting, extreme sport. Kitesurfing kit packs down incredibly small so is ideal for keeping on board in a corner of the garage or lazarette where there might not be room for the bigger toys.

WINDSURFING
Windsurfing is the fastest of all sailing disciplines with speeds of 50 knots recorded! It provides a great physical and technical challenge and is available to everyone, providing instant feedback for your efforts. With the advances of modern equipment this sport is now for all and Superyacht Tenders and Toys supply the full range of equipment from the leading manufacturers for everyone from children up to advanced riders.

STAND UP PADDLEBOARDS
Stand Up Paddleboarding is currently the fastest growing watersport and is an easy, accessible sport for anyone to get in to.

There are a large range of SUPs available – both rigid and inflatable – from brands such as Starboard, Fanatic, Nish, Red, Jobe and others. For every type of user there is a board available – there are racing boards, boards for surf, boards for flat-water, all-round boards, boards for yoga, boards that are suitable for carrying out maintenance on the hull of the yacht, boards for children and so on. For the discerning yacht owner there is also the custom option and beautifully handcrafted custom SUPs can be created to match the owner’s yacht and include the yacht’s logo.

CANOES & KAYAKS
Great for exploring alone, in groups and with children, canoes and kayaks provide a safe, independent way to get away from the yacht! Available as rigid kayaks, inflatable kayaks, Canadian canoes, pedal-powered fishing kayaks – there are so many options. Some even have clear windows in the floor so that you can enjoy the marine life beneath you!

WAKEBOARDING, WATERSKIING, WAKESURFING & WAKESKATING
With so many different ways to ride behind a boat it would be silly not to try one! The vast array of wakeboards, waterskis, wakesurfs and wakeskates available can become confusing, but Superyacht Tenders and Toys can give you advice on the best items for your needs. From children’s trainer skis to hydrofoiling wakeboards for advanced riders and equipment for your wakeboard boat, Superyacht Tenders and Toys can help.

SAILING DINGHIES
Sailing dinghies are excellent toys to store on board, both for teaching the kids to sail and for providing the more experienced sailors with some competitive pursuit! With the exciting range of inflatable dinghies available you don’t even need much storage space. For a rigid boat we recommend the RS Aera – light and stackable, this is the sailing boat of choice for superyachts. If space is more of a consideration then the Tiwal inflatable dinghy or the Minicat inflatable catamaran are the boats for you.

The Tiwal provides high performance solo use and leisure sailing in pairs and the Minicat, which comes in several models, can be chosen either for providing a stable platform for teaching children, or performance sailing for the more experienced sailor.
JET SKIS

The full range of Seadoo, Yamaha and Rickter Jet-skis are available - stand up, sit down, performance and luxury ranges. Models range from the single person stand up jet ski to 3-person personal watercraft equipped with up to 360hp and capable of speeds in excess of 100kph.

All new jet-skis can be customised to include colour-matched bodywork, upholstery, ropes, rubbing strakes, underwater lights, plus AV/iPod and Sat Nav options. We can also supply the only rated, certified and approved jet ski lifting kits in the industry.
JETLEV FLYER
An astonishing jetpack that allows flight above and below the water surface. Available in several models from the Carbon Fibre Jetlev-Flyer JF-300 with a powerful 260HP four stroke marine engine, to the brilliant JF-120 Shark – smaller and lighter with a 900cc four stroke engine which can be easily handled on board and stored in most garages.

A Jetpack add-on Kit is also available for a more affordable way to fly by using your existing PWC as a power unit.

TOYS | POWERED

Seeboobs are high-performance electric watercrafts that allow the user to ride on the surface and underwater at speeds of up to 20kph. The Seeboob has a high-performance engine and lithium batteries which can last for up to 4 hours of use.

Seeboobs can be used with or without dive gear. Using two in tandem is the most fun. Integrated cameras are also available.

Seeboobs come in 3 models:
• The F5 – the faster, sportier model.
• The F5 SR – the lighter model which offers a high level of manoeuvrability and performance, making it suitable for younger children.
• The F5S SR – makes every Seeboob F5 into a hi-performance Seeboob F5 SR with the Performance Riser special equipment. With seven power levels, an overall performance increase of approx 10%, added thrust is achieved.

SEABOBS

The Flyboard is a water-jet powered board, worn on the feet, that connects to a Jet-ski and allows underwater propulsion and flights of up to 12m in height. The Flyboard is compatible with all Jet-ski brands and can either be ridden alone or with a second rider on the jet-ski controlling the throttle.

The Flyboard is very intuitive: it’s like learning to walk. Find your balance and you will soon be able to fly! Around 15-20 minutes of tuition from an instructor is all it takes to be flying on your own.
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“We received our order on time and as described. After sales service has been great with prompt responses to any concerns. I can confidently recommend SYTT for anyone considering engaging professional help to outfit a yacht to a good standard.”

Captain Vaughan Hill
MY 11.11
TOYS | POWERED

E-RIDER
The E-Rider is the most innovative personal transportation. It has intuitive self-balancing technology and expertly responds to your body movements. It is perfect for the daily commuter, days out with family and friends or getting around wide-open spaces such as ports and marinas. It is multi-functional and fun!

ELECTRIC SCOOTERS AND SKATEBOARDS
When you need a little more speed to get you around the marinas or town then an electric scooter or skateboard is the perfect little device to stay away on board. With models available to suit any budget this toy is great for both the children and the big kids on board.

GOCYCLE
Electric bikes are ideal for keeping onboard a yacht. Allowing easy travel around marinas and towns, for exploring or shopping. They are practical, fast, fun and fold down simply for easy storage onboard. Riders can make the decision to use pedal power or electricity or mix up the two and they can look pretty cool while doing it too! Superyacht Tenders and Toys is a dealer for the innovative Gocycle.

HIGH POWER CYCLES (HPC)
These hand built masterpieces are designed, engineered, hand welded, and built in Los Angeles, CA. The HPC is a bike unlike any other, with proper geometry and carefully optimised suspension performance. It is designed to be the fastest, most nimble, lightweight and powerful downhill electric bike available anywhere.

TOYS | CYCLES

ROAD & MOUNTAIN BIKES
As dealers for Cannondale, Trek, KTM and others, we supply a wide variety of bikes so whatever your riding preference we can provide the right bike for you.

FOLDING BIKES
No matter where you ride; streets, mountains, trails, or bike paths, with our full line of folding bikes you are sure to find a bike that meets your needs and fits in the smallest of spaces. These bikes can be used for touring, mountain biking, shopping or commuting and fold for storage or transport in a matter of seconds.
TOYS | UNDERWATER

SCUBA DIVING, SNORKELLING AND SPEARFISHING

No other sport allows you to get so up close and personal with the marine life around you. However, the enjoyment of your dive is closely linked to the quality and suitability of the equipment you are using. Superyacht Tenders and Toys supply the full Scuba Pro, Subgear and Mares ranges, amongst others, and provide anything from a new mask and snorkel to a full dive inventory for a new yacht including tanks and compressors.

REMOTE OPERATED VEHICLES (ROV)

If you prefer not to get your feet wet, you can send an underwater remote controlled submersible down to see and film, in great detail, activity occurring below the surface of the sea. Superyacht Tenders and Toys can supply a full range of ROVs capable of diving up to 2000m. The ROV comes with all accessories to include thrusters, tether, case, high-output camera and control console.

SUBMARINES AND SUBMERSIBLES

A yacht is the ideal platform for launching the ultimate in underwater exploration tools – your very own submersible. Available in numerous shapes and sizes with differing capabilities and requirements, there is one out there to suit every underwater explorer and yacht. Options include units which dive from 50m to over 1000m.

Offering unrivalled experience in outfitting yachts with submersibles, we are able to provide solutions from a number of manufacturers which fit the yacht’s requirements.

Superyacht Tenders and Toys have commissioned and managed the build of the highest specification submersible ever to be fitted onto a private yacht.
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Time spent on board your superyacht shouldn’t mean relinquishing your commitment to health and fitness. A host of products are available to offer the best possible wellness experience for both guests and crew. Create an environment for both the occasional gym-goer and for those who wish to keep in line with their fitness goals wherever they are.

From rowing machines and treadmills, to exercise bikes and free weights and everything in between, stay on top of your fitness game when on board with our pick of the best gym equipment for superyachts, from LifeFitness, Technogym and Ciclotte. Prices and packages available on request.

We manage the entire process from concept through to delivery. We also offer an experienced contact for any troubleshooting and can fly engineers to the boat for any servicing, repairs as required.
SAFETY EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING

With so many exciting ways to get on and in the water you need the right kit to keep you warm, safe and looking great while you’re having fun!

Superyacht Tenders and Toys provides a full range of wetsuits, impact vests, helmets and clothing.

Full product catalogues can be provided on request.

SAFETY
Safety is imperative whilst having fun on the water.

Superyacht Tenders and Toys can provide all of the safety kit you require. Lifejackets, buoyancy aids, safety equipment for the tender, liferafts and even the innovative Restube.

WATERSPORTS CLOTHING

“I would have no hesitation in recommending Superyacht Tenders & Toys to any marine professional requiring high quality and reliable service, at a fair price, in the field of tenders and associated marine recreation equipment.”

Captain MY AMARYLLIS 78m Abeking and Rasmussen
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We supply high quality, custom made, superyacht dock lines, each one cut to a specific length and can be spliced to suit individual requirements. The rope is constructed with a 24 plait polyester outer jacket offering improved performance and durability, with a 12 strand high tenacity polyester core giving the shock absorbing characteristics needed on a mooring line.

**TENDER WHIPS**

Tender Mooring Whips are a unique and proven way to prevent damage to your yacht and tender. The specially designed, heavy duty, fiberglass rods, mounted in stainless steel bases, pull your tender away from the hull by applying continuous variable pressure between the yacht and tender, while spring lines keep the tender from moving out of position.

**INFLATABLE FENDERS**

Superyacht Fenders and Tope are dealers for Megafend, Aare and Heratise fenders. Light weight, easily inflated and easily stored in minimal space the fenders are available in all sizes and colours. Fender covers to protect the yacht from tender contact are available in acrylic fabric and neoprene.

**TRANSOM FENDERS**

Created to provide long-lasting protection for superyacht transoms and swim platforms from damage caused by tenders and water toys. Engineered to be tough, these are made from either a foam filled core wrapped in hypalon or a drop-stitch inflatable hypalon. Each set of transom fenders are custom configured to size and to match the contours of the individual yacht.

**TENDER AND JETSKI TRACKERS**

Compact tender and PWC (jetski) AIS tracking systems, showing real time locations of your Jetski and tenders. Viewing of the tracker is via any smart device meaning that yachts can track via their computer phones or iPads wherever they are in the world. Many yachts who tow tenders use these trackers as it means they will get an alarm if the tow line breaks, and they can easily recover the vessel. A practical and efficient solution.

**SUPERYACHT DOCK LINES**

We make custom tender tow lines to suit individual needs. Whether it is to tow a small RIB or a large rigid hull tender we can specify a tow line that will be up to the job. Our products use a combination of 12 strand dynema SK 78 for the tow and hawser, this provides maximum strength to weight ratio allowing you to reduce the diameter of the line which makes it lightweight and easy to handle.

**TENDER TOW LINES**

We supply high quality, custom made, superyacht dock lines, each one cut to a specific length and can be spliced to suit individual requirements. The rope is constructed with a 24 plait polyester outer jacket offering improved performance and durability, with a 12 strand high tenacity polyester core giving the shock absorbing characteristics needed on a mooring line.

**LIFTING & STORAGE EQUIPMENT**

From jetski lifting slings to carbon davit cranes and moveable jetski storage cradles we have all of your lifting and storage requirements covered and offer the highest level of construction and finishing on all items.
BEACH & SPORTS EQUIPMENT

PARTIES, BBQS, CINEMA, SPORTS DAY OR JUST TO RELAX. WHATEVER YOU WANT TO USE THE BEACH FOR SUPERYACHT TENDERS AND TOYS HAVE ALL THE GEAR YOU NEED TO MAKE IT THE PERFECT DAY OR EVENING OFF THE YACHT.

ENTIRE BEACH SET UPS ARE BECOMING VERY POPULAR. WE HAVE FURNITURE, GAZEBOS AND TENTS, BBQS, COOL BOXES, LIGHTS, GAMES AND EVEN INFLATABLE CINEMA SCREENS TO HELP YOU TO HOST THE ULTIMATE BEACH PARTY OR SET UP GUEST ACTIVITIES AShORE.

SPORTS

THERE ARE A MULTITUDE OF DIFFERENT SPORTS AND PASTIMES THAT CAN BE KEPT UP AND PRACTICED WHILST ON BOARD YOUR YACHT. FOR MANY YEARS NOW GOLF HAS BEEN A POPULAR SPORT ON BOARD – KNOCKING BOLLS OFF THE BACK OF THE YACHT CAN BE A PLEASENT WAY TO IMPROVE YOUR GAME! GOLF MATS, GOLF SIMULATORS, FLOATING GOLF BALLS AND EVEN FISH FOOD GOLF BALLS FEATURE ON MANY YACHT SHOPPING LISTS. CLAY PIGEON SHOOTING IS ANOTHER ACCESSIBLE ON-BOARD SPORT WITH SMALL CLAY TRAPS AVAILABLE THAT ARE IDEALLY SUITED TO STORING ON A YACHT.

OUR CUSTOM GAMES DECKS CAN BE USED FOR PLAYING TENNIS, VOLLEYBALL, FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL AND MANY OTHER GAMES AND WE CAN PROVIDE ALL OF THE NECESSARY EQUIPMENT FOR THESE SPORTS IN ONE PACKAGE. BALLS, ROCKETIS, NETS – JUST LET US KNOW WHAT YOU NEED AND WE CAN PROVIDE RECOMMENDATIONS AND PRICES.
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BROKERAGE

Superyachts Tenders and Toys has an extensive yacht tender and personal watercraft (PWC) brokerage, selling pre-owned craft. Contact us to discuss selling or purchasing any second-hand vessel, including trade-in deals. If you are looking for a particular model, we can use our contacts to source.

As recognised, qualified ABYA brokers we offer clients peace of mind as we handle all VAT, import, purchasing and logistics on any purchase. Customs warehousing schemes are also offered. An extensive range of brokerage toys is also available.

“Superyacht Tenders & Toys brokered the sale, dealt with delivery, customs formalities and removal/resale of a new Goldfish 29 and Scorpion 9m RIB. This was all done in a very tight timeframe, and in the face of many technical challenges with the build. The new tender was delivered on time and the old Scorpion tender removed and sold within 2 weeks.”

Captain
MY ECSTASEA
86m Feadship
We have the knowledge and experience to assist with your enquiries, and are able to procure and ship parts or recommend service agents worldwide, giving you the support you need. You can be confident that Superyacht Tenders and Toys is "THE" company to choose for all tender and toy purchases and rentals.

Superyacht Tenders and Toys has a network of preferred service agents in the major yachting destinations of Antigua, Fort Lauderdale, the south of France, Sardinia, Palma, Italy and the UK.

Choose Superyacht Tenders and Toys to benefit from our management services:

- service, support and repair
- parts and equipment shipping, delivery and fitting
- registration and VAT consultancy
- transport and shipping
- warranty handling
- training